This website (also referred to as the “Site”) is owned and operated by Community Legal Advocates of New York Inc., a not-for-profit corporation organized under the laws of the State of New York. Community Legal Advocates of New York Inc. (also referred to as “Community Legal Advocates,” “CLA,” “we,” “us” or “our”) respects your concerns about online privacy.

This Privacy Policy sets forth the policies of CLA with respect to nonpublic personal information you provide to us through the Site. By visiting or using the Site, you signify that you agree to the terms and conditions of this Policy. If you do not agree to this Policy, please do not use CLA's website. CLA reserves the right to make changes to this Policy from time to time, which CLA may provide to you by any reasonable means including, but not limited to, posting the revised Policy on the Site. You can determine when this Policy was last revised by checking the “REV.” date at the bottom of the Policy. Your continued use of the Site following changes to the Policy will signify your acceptance of those changes.

**Personal Information Collected**

You do not have to provide personal information to visit or use CLA's website in general. We do not ask for personal information from a visitor unless it is submitted voluntarily and knowingly for specified purposes, however, there may be situations when you cannot access all parts of our Site or interact with us online without supplying personal information. Personal information includes information such as your name, address, telephone number, email address and credit card information. Your personal information may be requested if you make a donation, complete our Online Intake Form, register for an event, request materials or information, or apply for employment or to volunteer with CLA.

CLA uses the services of PayPal to process donations and other financial transactions through the Site. For a description of how PayPal protects the information it collects, please refer to the PayPal Privacy Policy, which can be found here: https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/ua/privacy-fulllocated.

**Computer Tracking and Cookies**

CLA's website is not set up to track, collect or distribute personal information not specifically entered by its visitors. CLA's website logs do generate certain kinds of non-identifying usage data, such as the number of hits and visits to CLA's website. This data does not contain personal information and cannot be used to gather such information. This data is used for internal purposes to provide better services to the public and improve the Site and it may be provided to third-parties as needed to assist CLA to achieve these goals.

CLA may use non-identifying cookies to provide easier website navigation and access to forms. A cookie is a small amount of data that is sent to your browser from a web server and stored on your computer's hard drive. CLA's cookies do not generate personal data, do not read personal data from your machine and are never tied to anything that could be used to identify you. If you do not
want information to be collected about you through the use of cookies, there is usually a procedure built into most web browsers that allows you to decline cookies automatically or be given the choice of declining or accepting the transfer of cookies to your computer.

Use of Information

CLA may use the personal information you supply to reply to inquiries, provide information about our programs and services and process donations and other financial transactions. CLA may also use such information in program recordkeeping and to conduct research on CLA's operation and practices, including our web-based services. CLA may perform research and statistical analyses of aggregate visitor behavior and characteristics in order to understand the use of various areas on the Site and may use such information to improve our website. CLA's research may lead to the publication of aggregate demographical data but will not result in the reporting or publication of any personal information provided to CLA. We will only release information about you if you direct or allow us to do so, if compelled to do so by law or in connection with any government or self-regulatory organization request or investigation.

At certain points where personal information is collected on CLA's website, there may be a section where you can indicate you would like to be on a list to receive information about CLA programs and services and ways to support CLA. At any time, you can add or remove your name from CLA's mailing list by emailing CLA at INFO@CLA-NY.ORG.

Hyperlinks

This Privacy Policy applies only to the use of this Site. This Site contains hyperlinks to other sites and other sites may link to this Site. The owners and operators of these other linked sites may collect information about you, through cookies or otherwise, when you link to their websites from CLA's website. CLA does not monitor or control the websites or information collection or privacy practices of these or any other third-parties and is not responsible for their practices or the content of their websites or services or any other conduct in which they engage. CLA provides links on the Site to third-party websites only as a convenience and the inclusion of a link on the Site does not imply CLA's endorsement of the linked website. You should review the privacy policies of such third-parties to understand how they collect and use information.

Security

We have implemented and maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards to help guard your nonpublic personal information, including to protect against the loss, misuse, interception, access and alteration of information you send us. We restrict access to nonpublic personal information about you to those of our employees and our agents who need to know the information to enable us to provide our services and we emphasize to them the importance of maintaining the security, confidentiality and integrity of your personal information. All of CLA agents and contractors with access to personal information obtained on CLA's website are also bound to adhere to this Policy as part of their arrangement with CLA.
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act

We comply with the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 ("COPPA"). COPPA requires that web site operators never knowingly request personally identifiable information from anyone under the age of 13 without requesting verifiable parental consent. We do not knowingly collect any personally identifiable information from children under the age of 13 and no part of CLA's website is designed with the purpose of attracting any person under age 13. In the event that we determine that a user of this Site is under the age of 13, we will not maintain or use their personally identifiable information.

Applicable Law

This Policy will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard to any principles of conflicts of law. You agree that any action at law or in equity that arises out of or relates to any use of the Site will be filed only in the state or federal courts located in or having jurisdiction over Nassau County, and you hereby consent and submit to the personal jurisdiction of such courts for the purposes of litigating any such action. If any provision of this Privacy Policy is found to be invalid by a court having competent jurisdiction, the invalidity of such provision shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions of this Privacy Policy, which shall remain in full force and effect. Under no circumstances shall CLA have any liability whatsoever for any consequential, incidental, indirect or special damages arising out of the breach of this Privacy Policy.

Online vs. Offline Practices

Please note that this Policy applies solely to CLA's online information gathering and dissemination practices in connection with the Site and does not apply to any of CLA's practices conducted offline.

Contacting CLA

If you have questions or comments about this Privacy Policy, CLA’s compliance with it or your dealings with this Site, you may send an email to INFO@CLA-NY.ORG or write to:

Community Legal Advocates of New York Inc.
38 Old Country Road, Suite 205
Garden City, NY 11530